Students who leave their J.D. program before graduation leave emptyhanded, without an additional degree or other credential indicating that their law school studies had any professional, educational, or marketable value. The absence of such a credential combines with the substantial risks and costs associated with law school education to discourage risk-averse students from applying. The adverse impacts of these risks may be especially great for lower-income students who have fewer fi nancial resources to draw on and less information about their fi t with legal education and the legal profession. I propose that law schools award a master's degree to students who successfully complete the 1L curriculum but leave before completing the full J.D. curriculum. My suggested name for this degree is master of legal principles (M.L.P.). This degree option would lower the risks associated with law school enrollment as well as provide a valuable and largely standardized employment credential. Using detailed educational data from the National Survey of College Graduates (NSCG), I show that the lack of fi eld-specifi c training provided by undergraduate majors impedes learning about the likely fi t of potential students with the law school curriculum and the legal profession. Using labor market data from the U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Information Network (O*NET), I document a wide range of occupations for which the M.L.P. degree would be appropriate, in that these occupations draw on legal knowledge but do not require a J.D. degree. Without the debt associated with the full J.D. curriculum, those with the M.L.P. would be positioned to provide limited legal services at a lower cost, thus increasing access to justice. The expanded degree off ering of an M.L.P. degree also would benefi t law schools by attracting more, and more diverse, applicants.
I. Introduction
The legal profession faces numerous challenges, including concerns over diversity and inclusiveness 1 and its limited success at providing meaningful access to justice for low-income people.
2 These factors are, of course, intertwined. To create a diverse student body, law schools would need to enroll more students from racial and ethnic minority groups. 3 Yet the legal profession has not been successful in fully achieving diversity and inclusivity. 4 And law students graduate with high debt loads, 5 and high debt loads make public-service legal careers less attractive, as well as less viable. 6 The recent downturn in the legal sector and the continuing failure to create a more diverse profession and expand access to justice has led to much debate and examination of the state of legal education. The American Bar Association (ABA) issued the fi nal report of its Task Force on the Future of Legal With some exceptions that vary by state, 11 a J.D. from a law school accredited by the ABA is required to take a state's bar examination, and bar examination passage is a requirement to become licensed as a lawyer. The J.D. curriculum typically takes three years. 12 Legal academics have considerable debate about whether a third year of law school is necessary to train lawyers. 
8.
Id. at 2.
9.
Id. (encouraging the ABA to "energetically restructure the variance system as an avenue to foster experimentation by law schools and open the variance process and results to full public view"). 
See Stanford Law's Larry Kramer on the Law School
Revolution, BIG THINK, http://bigthink.com/ the-voice-of-big-think/stanford-laws-larry-kramer-on-the-law-school-revolution [https:// perma.cc/SJ3H-AP38] (quoting Dean Larry Kramer of Stanford Law School: "One of the well-known facts about law school is it never took three years to do what we were doing; it took maybe two years at most, maybe a year-and-a-half."). See also BRIAN Z. TAMANAHA, FAILING LAW SCHOOLS 20-27 (2012) (summarizing the history that led to a three-year law school requirement and the ongoing debate within the legal academy over the third-year Despite arguments that the full J.D. curriculum adds little value, students who leave their J.D. program before graduation leave empty-handed-with no additional degree or other credential that indicates that their law school time had any professional, educational, or marketable value. And, as I show using data from the NSCG, law school graduates emerge from a wide range of undergraduate majors. For this reason, law students have little fi eld-specifi c preparation upon entering and accordingly limited awareness of the reality of law school. Yet, despite no specifi c educational background required to enter law school, overall attrition is very low at 19.21% overall, and it is especially low at the highest-ranked law schools.
14 Furthermore, the lack of fi eld-specifi c background leads to an overreliance on LSAT scores in making admissions decisions, 15 which likewise limits student diversity. 16 While it may seem a virtue of law schools that attrition is low, I argue that the opposite is the case: Law school attrition is too low, for several reasons examined in this article. In combination, these reasons limit the potential applicant pool, reduce law student diversity, and contribute to an access-tojustice gap.
My main recommendation is that law schools award a master's degree to students who successfully complete the full standard 1L curriculum but choose to leave before completing the full J.D. curriculum. My suggested name for this master's degree is master of legal principles (M.L.P.). In addition to the LL.M. degree, which requires completion of a fi rst degree in law, many law schools off er terminal master's degrees for nonlawyers, usually in specifi ed areas. 17 However, because these degrees are not standardized, the various master's programs diff er widely from one another, and they are distinctly diff erent from the J.D. program in both admittance criteria and curriculum. In contrast to master's degrees in law currently off ered, my proposed M.L.P. would provide a reasonably standardized credential, because all students earning the M.L.P. would have successfully completed the largely standardized 1L year.
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My proposal provides the following advantages to legal education and to students. Applications and diversity of applying students would increase, as the option of a master's degree would lower the cost to risk-averse candidates who are unsure of their fi t, and law schools would benefi t from the opportunity to consider a more diverse applicant pool.
The costs to law schools would be low. Law schools would not have to develop or off er additional courses, as all students would take the same 1L curriculum. Individual universities would need to approve awarding a new graduate degree, but the role of the ABA would not be one of accreditation, as the ABA is authorized to accredit only J.D. programs. 19 Indeed, the task force recommends that the accreditation system should seek to facilitate innovation and foster experimentation; 20 allowing for a master's degree option is precisely in the spirit of innovation and experimentation.
17. Terminal master's degree programs in law for nonlawyers and LL.M. programs are described in Section III. B. As this section discusses, the curriculum and requirements for these degree programs vary widely, and neither type of degree provides a standardized credential.
18. See CARNEGIE REPORT, supra note 13, at 186 (describing the standardization of the 1L year as follows: "[L]egal pedagogy is remarkably uniform across variations in schools and student bodies. Excepting a few schools, the fi rst-year curriculum is similarly standardized, as is the system of competitive grading that accompanies the teaching and learning practices associated with case dialogue. The consequence is a striking conformity in outlook and habits of thought among law school graduates."). The benefi ts to students would be substantial. Students who realize that they do not want to continue to the J.D. would earn a master's degree that signals specialized legal training without incurring three years of debt. Their master's degree generally would not allow them to practice law, but limited licensing is an option at the discretion of states. 21 If limited licensing were available, the lower debt would enable these master's degree holders to off er legal services for lower compensation, thereby expanding access to justice.
Even if their degree were not used directly in the practice of law, data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Occupational Information Network (O*NET) reveal a number of occupations in which legal knowledge is required or valuable. And, even if legal knowledge is not required or utilized for a specifi c occupation, pay scales in many workplaces are based on a combination of education and work experience, with a master's degree substituting for years of experience, 22 and candidates with master's degrees are increasingly sought by employers. 23 Furthermore, society as a whole benefi ts from a population that is knowledgeable about law.
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I begin in Section II by describing the role of incomplete information in the education matching process. In this section, I also present data from the NSCG that show wide variation in undergraduate majors among law students, with most majors providing little or no information about a student's potential fi t with law school and the legal profession. Section III discusses the dramatic rise in the master's degree as a professional credential and describes the structure of existing master's programs in law. Section IV discusses how the M.L.P. option would allow for greater experimentation and student diversity while providing a valuable professional credential. Using government data, Section V documents a wide range of occupations in which legal knowledge is valuable but a J.D. is not required. Section VI discusses current initiatives by states to allow limited legal licensing. Section VII concludes. 
II. Incomplete Information in the Educational Matching Process

A. The Educational Matching Process
Because undergraduate grades, standardized tests scores, and letters of recommendation weigh heavily in the admissions decision, students who enter graduate programs are by defi nition those who were successful as undergraduates. But the undergraduate experience rarely provides adequate information about the reality of graduate education. Applying to graduate programs is very much like applying for jobs. Candidates for jobs and for graduate degree programs submit applications that include academic credentials, work experience, and letters of recommendation, and often undergo in-person interviews. Both sides of the market seek to make successful matches in which productivity will be high and turnover low.
Although both sides strive to acquire suffi cient information about the probability of a successful match, this does not always happen for jobs, academic programs, or, for that matter, marriages. In the employment sphere, it is understood that jobs are "experience goods," and that workers continue to learn about the characteristics of the job, and their match with their job, during the course of their employment. 25 Not all matches are successful, and unsuccessful employment relations will end and workers will move to betterquality job matches. 26 Furthermore, graduate school provides a mechanism to productively wait out economic downturns by investing in education. 27 Those students who were at the margin of attending graduate school are also the ones who will be less sure of their fi t with their graduate program, although admissions committees can do little to identify those students.
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Consider now the contrast between graduate and undergraduate programs. Although undergraduate students sometimes are required to declare a major and apply to specifi c programs when they apply to a college, changing majors is extremely common. 28. TAMANAHA, supra note 13, at 135-36 (describing two types of students who enter law school: students who had been on the path to law school all along and those who were never entirely committed but fi nd themselves dissatisfi ed with other career options; also noting that these two types are not obviously distinguishable, and that students change their degree of commitment while in law school).
educational match as they learn about their interests and strengths through fi eld-specifi c classes. Studies show that about one-third of those declaring a major in the fi elds of science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) change major at least once. 29 Studies from individual universities not restricted to STEM majors show that an even higher share of students change majors. For example, sixty-one percent of University of Florida students change their major by the end of their second year. 30 In a survey of undergraduate students at a large northeastern business school, only fi fty-two percent had not changed their major at all.
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In contrast, graduate students are locked into specifi c programs. For the most part, students who apply to graduate programs will have considerable fi eld-specifi c experience in their major. Those who apply to medical schools typically major in a science such as biology (and those who don't major in sciences take a set of science classes to prepare them for the MCAT), those who enter graduate programs in engineering typically majored in engineering, and so forth. In contrast, no fi eld-specifi c undergraduate major is required or even expected for law school admissions. Furthermore, in the U.S. (in contrast to the educational system in many other countries), 32 few universities off er undergraduate majors in law or legal studies. 33 Of course, admissions committees seek evidence that a student has the requisite analytical and writing skills, but these skills can be signaled by many diff erent college majors.
Even after taking into account the selection process that favors students with majors associated with law school success, the consequence of having no fi eldspecifi c requirements for admission results in a wide range of undergraduate majors among law students, as I show in Table 1 32. TAMANAHA, supra note 13, at 173 ("A law degree is an undergraduate degree in most countries.").
33. See Big Future: College Search, C. BOARD, https://bigfuture.collegeboard.org/college-search (last visited Aug. 17, 2017) (Out of 3715 colleges, the following search criteria fi lters show that among four-year colleges or universities, 142 off er legal studies as a major and 225 off er prelaw programs: Select "4-year college or university" under the "Type of School" tab and then under the "Majors & Learning Environment" tab, enter "Legal Studies, General" and "Pre-Law Studies" in the "Select a specifi c major" search box.). mobility among majors, 34 once in law school, students are not only locked into the specifi c degree, but are locked into a highly standardized degree program with very limited opportunities to pursue broader interests. Therefore, given students' limited knowledge about their fi t with the law school curriculum and lack of curricular fl exibility, the real surprise is that law school attrition is so low.
B. J.D. Attrition vs. Ph.D. Attrition
Even though Ph.D. students typically enter their programs with fi eldspecifi c backgrounds, attrition in Ph.D. programs is much higher than in most J.D. programs. Admission to top Ph.D. programs is highly competitive, and top Ph.D. programs, like top law schools, are highly selective in admissions 35 and admit only those students who are expected to successfully complete their degree. 36 Yet attrition in Ph.D. programs is about fi fty percent, 37 which is well above the attrition rate of 19.21% for law schools overall, and on par with the highest attrition rates reported by any law school.
38 Ph.D. programs have high attrition even though admission is highly selective and the programs admit students with fi eld-specifi c background who are informed about their likely match with their graduate degree program. But a student who starts but does not complete a Ph.D. program has an important advantage over law students. Those who do not complete their Ph.D. but successfully complete core requirements of their Ph.D. curriculum can be awarded a master's degree. 39 In contrast, under the current law school structure, law students who do not complete their J.D. degree leave law school without any additional academic credential.
C. Diversity of Undergraduate Background of Potential Law Students Impedes Learning About Fit
To provide information on the wide diversity of college majors for those with a J.D., I use data from the National Survey of College Graduates 2010 and 2013 (NSCG). 40 The NSCG is one of the surveys included in the Scientists and Engineering Statistical Data System (SESTAT) sponsored by the National Science Foundation. These surveys are nationally representative of college graduates residing in the United States and provide unusually detailed information on education, labor market characteristics, and demographics. 41 The number of observations is 77,188 for the 2010 survey and 104,599 for the 2013 survey.
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NSCG respondents report detailed information on their fi rst bachelor's degree and two most recent degrees (other than fi rst bachelor's degree) at the bachelor's level or higher. For each degree reported, respondents provide the year the degree was obtained, the type of degree (bachelor's, master's, doctorate, or professional), and the fi eld of study (selecting from a list of more than 140 narrowly defi ned fi elds or in a U.S. territory, and had earned a bachelor's degree or higher in any fi eld. The surveys oversample groups of special interest to the SESTAT program (e.g., those in science and engineering fi elds and minorities). I take into account the sample design using the provided probability weights so that the values reported in Table 1 are representative of the entire college-educated population.
42. No fi rst bachelor's degree information is available for 6146 individuals, and these observations are excluded from the statistics shown in Table 1 . This leaves the sample of 175,641 shown in the fi rst column of values in Table 1. seventeen categories indicated in Table 1 . I identify graduate and professional degrees using information on highest type of degree earned combined with fi eld of study of highest degree. Table 1 reports the distribution of undergraduate majors for the full sample in column 1, which includes those with highest degree bachelor's as well as with graduate or professional degrees. Column 2 reports the distribution for those with a J.D. For comparison to the undergraduate majors of those with a J.D., I report the distribution for two additional graduate degrees, master's degree in engineering (column 3) and professional degree in medicine (column 4). 43 Law and medicine are the two most common professional degrees earned. 44 Engineering is similar to law in that licensing is required to practice 43 . Column 5 is labeled M.D., defi ned as a professional degree in medicine; the NSCG includes in this category medicine, dentistry, optometry, osteopathy, podiatry, and veterinary. as a professional engineer, 45 and, because engineering is generally a two-year master's degree program, it is closer in duration to a J.D. than medical training, which includes four years of medical school curriculum followed by internship and residency. Each column in Table 1 reports the percentage of respondents with that undergraduate major among those who have the highest degree reported in the column heading.
Comparing undergraduate majors for all college graduates in column 1 to undergraduate majors of those who earned a J.D. in column 2 shows that those who earn a J.D. are more likely than all college graduates to major in humanities and liberal arts fi elds, and less likely to major in business, education, or STEM fi elds. Most notable is that undergraduate majors vary far more widely among those with J.D.s compared with those with a master's degree in engineering or a professional degree in medicine. The highest concentration of undergraduate majors among those with a J.D. is in political science, with less than a quarter (23.57%) of the J.D. holders with an undergraduate major in that fi eld. The second most common major is business, with 12.01% majoring in that fi eld. Only 4.42% majored in legal studies. Because these grouped fi elds combine several other majors, the undergraduate majors are even more dispersed than indicated by Table 1 . In contrast, 86.91% of those with master's degrees in engineering were undergraduate engineering majors, and 78.33% of those with medical degrees majored in either biology, chemistry, or another science. The distribution of undergraduate majors for other graduate degree holders is not reported in Table 1 , but similarly shows that most graduate degree holders majored as undergraduates in fi elds highly related to their graduate degree fi eld.
The data reported in Table 1 are based on those who actually earned the degree indicated in the column heading. A student who started but did not complete a graduate degree program would appear in the full sample results of column 1 only. The wide variation in undergraduate majors among those with a J.D. suggests that even those who successfully earned their J.D. had little fi eld-specifi c background when they entered law school, and therefore only limited information about their potential fi t. With the exception of those in law school, students with better fi eld-specifi c preparation will be more likely to be admitted to graduate programs, as admissions committees consider their likelihood of successfully earning their degree to be higher. Because law schools are required to report attrition, but undergraduate major of applicants is highly variable and not fi eld-specifi c, the incentive of law schools is to reduce risk by relying more heavily on signals such as the LSAT, as information on undergraduate preparation will be relatively uninformative about the fi t and likely law school success.
III. The Master's Degree as a Professional Credential
A. The Rise of the Master's Degree
The number of master's degrees awarded and the range of fi elds of degrees have increased dramatically. 46 In fact, the master's degree has been referred to as "the new bachelor's" degree. 47 Hiring managers report that they use master's degrees to "fi lter and sort the most promising candidates."
48 Some occupations require a master's degree for employment, and even when a master's degree is not required, a pay premium often exists relative to a bachelor's degree in the same fi eld. 49 The increase has been dramatic in the types of professional master's degrees that provide advanced training in science or math combined with business skills. 50 Certainly the decision to pursue a professional master's degree must entail comparison of fi nancial benefi ts of professional training to the costs, which will be far lower for a one-to two-year master's program than a three-year J.D. program.
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Terminal master's degree programs are specifi cally designed to end after completion of specifi ed requirements, and, for the most part, course work taken for the master's degree does not transfer to Ph. In contrast, the number of master's degrees in business has increased by sevenfold, from 26,490 to 189,328. 55 The category of master's degree in public administration and social services, which would include M.P.P. and M.P.A. degrees (which are not reported separately), increased over this period by nearly sixfold, from 7,785 to 44,490, and now exceeds the number of J.D.s awarded. 56 The rapid increase in M.B.A., M.P.P., and M.P.A. degrees suggests that professional master's-level training is a valued credential.
B. Structure of Existing Master's Programs in Law
Many law schools off er LL.M. programs, which is a master's degree program available only to those who hold a fi rst degree in law. 57 Most LL.M. programs enroll primarily international students, while others provide additional specialized training to lawyers in specifi c areas. 58 A number of law schools also off er master's programs in law for nonlawyers.
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The ABA does not formally approve or accredit any degree program off ered by an ABA-approved law school other than the J.D. However, ABA-accredited law schools are not allowed to off er a non-J.D. program without fi rst obtaining acquiescence from the ABA, which requires that the new program is not detrimental to the J.D. program. 62. Only eighteen of seventy-two programs require an admissions test (and many of these are only for students without enough work experience or a previous graduate degree).
63. At the law schools at Roger Williams University and the University of Pittsburgh, students can apply previously earned J.D. credits toward their master's degree. However, they can transfer in only up to half of the total required program credits and therefore cannot be Increasing Diversity by a New Master's Degree in Legal Principles same as for the regular J.D. program, and most programs would take one year to complete as a full-time student, although a number of these programs allow part-time attendance and online enrollment.
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Many of these programs provide specialized knowledge in specifi c areas or are intended to provide supplemental legal training for those in occupations where legal training is valuable. The programs for nonlawyers are typically focused on specifi c areas such as tax law ( 
IV. Advantages of the Proposed Master of Legal Principles Degree
A. The M.L.P. Reduces Risk and Would Increase Student Diversity
As this overview of existing master in law programs indicates, it is not possible for a student who enters but leaves a J.D. program after one year to earn a master's degree. 72 Three years is a costly commitment to an uncertain outcome. A student who realizes that the fi t is bad but leaves after one year will have nothing to show for this year of education. And students are frequently subject to the "sunk cost fallacy," believing that because they have already sunk money into their law school investment, they must continue to invest to complete their degree, even when continuing would not pass a benefi t-cost be a doctoral candidate in a fi eld other than law, unless the applicant is a working journalist (journalists must have at least a bachelor's degree)"); Advanced Degree Programs, STAN. L. SCH. test. 73 Because of the limited information about the realities of law school education, entering law school is risky for lower-income students who are less likely than more privileged students to have family members or family friends who are lawyers. It is plausible that those with lower income or lower family educational background refrain from entering law school because of high costs and the lack of a safety net should they not complete their degree. The combination of uncertainty about fi t with the legal profession and certainty of high debt (or at least high opportunity costs for those with substantial scholarships) associated with three years of law school makes entering law school a riskier proposition for students from less-advantaged backgrounds. 74 In fact, law school has become a far riskier venture over the past thirty years as law school tuition has escalated, far outpacing the rate of infl ation.
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Yet lawyer salaries over this same period have been essentially fl at for fulltime jobs except in private practice once infl ation is factored in. 76 The share of law graduates securing high-paying private-sector jobs is low except at the most elite law schools. 77 As commentators have observed, what would have
See PAUL CAMPOS, DON'T GO TO LAW SCHOOL (UNLESS): A LAW PROFESSOR'S INSIDE GUIDE
TO MAXIMIZING OPPORTUNITY AND MINIMIZING RISK 90 (2012) (advising students to "avoid the sunk cost fallacy, and to be willing to walk away from law school . . ."); TAMANAHA, supra note 13, at 159 ("Any student who enters law school banking on landing a corporate law job will know by the end of the fi rst year whether that is possible . . . . Walking away with $40,000 debt and no law degree beats leaving after two more years of lost earnings with $120,000 debt and a job that does not pay the bills.").
74. There is also a relation between race and debt. See WILDER, supra note 5, at 7 (reporting that among graduates of the class of 2000, blacks receive fi fty-seven percent of their support from loans and nine percent from family, Hispanics receive sixty-six percent from loans and fi fteen percent from family, and whites receive forty-eight percent from loans and twenty-one percent from family). (2004) (Graduates from the most selective law schools work "disproportionately in the larger offi ces in private practice and in the markets where the highest paid lawyers are located," and, in contrast, those graduating from medium-to low-selectivity schools are more likely to work in "smaller fi rms, in state and local government, or in the business sector, where salaries tend to be somewhat lower." The highest median annual salary reported is $150,000 for practices of over 250 lawyers, which employ thirty-six percent of respondents who graduated from a top-twenty-ranked law school, while only nine percent of graduates from law schools ranked lower than the top twenty report working in a fi rm larger than 250 lawyers.).
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been a manageable debt for the typical law graduate thirty years ago is not sustainable with the current high tuition levels. 78 Faced with these risks, lowerincome prospective students who engage in a benefi t-cost analysis may be discouraged from applying to law school.
In contrast to students who do not complete their Ph.D. but generally still have a master's degree option, law students who do not complete their J.D. degree leave law school without any additional academic credential. The absence of any additional credential for those who successfully complete a substantial part of the law school curriculum but depart before graduation has two negative consequences. These law school leavers have no way to signal on job applications or resumes that they left voluntarily instead of fl unking out, and they have no additional credential to provide when seeking employment to indicate that they have additional academic training.
Granting the M.L.P. would provide two distinct advantages to potential students. Students unsure of their fi t could enter law school and complete the J.D. if the fi t were strong; if it were not, they could earn a master's degree that would allow them to be competitive for jobs for which a master's degree is a valued credential. As the following section documents, knowledge of law and government is important in a wide range of occupations.
B. The Master's Degree Option Expands the Applicant Pool and Allows More Risk-Taking in Admissions
My proposed master's degree option would allow law schools to admit potentially riskier students without fearing violating ABA accreditation standards on bar passage rates, as those students who found that their fi t with the legal profession was weak would leave law school with a master's degree, not a J.D., and would not be counted as J.D. graduates eligible to take the bar exam. 79 This increase in applicants would off set pressures faced by some law schools to admit less-qualifi ed applicants or to increase scholarships to maintain class size and revenue. 80 Law schools would not fear that they were exploiting students by admitting potentially riskier students because the M.L.P. degree would provide a valuable, standardized market credential for those students 80. TAMANAHA, supra note 13, at 160-66 (describing recent trends showing a decline in law school applications and an increase in acceptance rates and scholarships, leading to a decline in both revenue and student quality at many law schools).
who chose to leave after completing their 1L year. In addition, rather than limit the potential applicant pool to those applying only to law schools, this master's option would increase the applicant pool, as it would be an alternative to other master's degrees that off er preparation for similar occupations, as I document in the following section.
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Although the master's degree option may be accompanied by increased attrition after the 1L year, meeting enrollment targets can be done in the same way that enrollment targets are met under the current regime in which there is attrition as students leave law school entirely or transfer between law schools, by accepting transfer students (as currently done), or by increasing the size of their entering 1L class in anticipation of a combination of transfers and those leaving after completing their 1L year with a master's degree. 82 81. Law schools may also wish to consider accepting the GRE as a substitute for the LSAT.
The University of Arizona College of Law began accepting applicants based on either the GRE or LSAT in 2016, and Harvard Law School has announced a pilot program to accept GRE-only applicants for admission beginning in fall 2017. . Riskaverse potential students will fi nd the expected payoff from the GRE to be higher than from the LSAT, limiting the diversity of potential law school applicants. A key argument in favor of accepting the GRE is to increase applicant diversity. See Sarah Mui, Should Law Schools Accept the GRE as Well as the LSAT? ABA J. (July 6, 2016), http://www.abajournal. com/news/article/should_law_schools_accept_the_gre_as_well_as_the_lsat/?utm_ source=maestro&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=weekly_email [https://perma. cc/38CZ-33AT] (quoting Catherine Christopher, an assistant professor at Texas Tech University School of Law: "For me, the interesting question is whether accepting the GRE would attract a diff erent pool of applicants-more racially and ethnically diverse or students with diff erent skill sets, experiences or expertise. . . . I think communities benefi t tremendously when their lawyers and law students refl ect the characteristics of the population as a whole.").
82. If attrition becomes higher if the M.L.P. becomes available, law schools are likely to take varying approaches to maintaining enrollment targets for their 2L and 3L classes. For example, 1L classes may become larger, or law schools may hire extra faculty, including hiring faculty to primarily teach 1L courses.
V. Nonlawyer Occupations in Which Legal Knowledge Is Valuable
A. J.D. Advantage Jobs
It is often argued that a law degree has value in many occupations, as legal education provides versatile training, and J.D. graduates who are not employed as lawyers will be employed in related fi elds in which legal knowledge is valued. 83 The anticipated breadth of occupations requiring legal knowledge is highlighted by the ABA in its employment questionnaire, which includes a category called "J.D. Advantage" jobs. A J.D. Advantage job is defi ned as follows: "A position in this category is one for which the employer sought an individual with a J.D., and perhaps even required a J.D., or for which the J.D. provided a demonstrable advantage in obtaining or performing the job, but itself does not require bar passage or an active law license or involve practicing law."
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The ABA lists a number of examples of J.D. Advantage occupations: corporate contracts administrator, alternative dispute resolution specialist, government regulatory analyst, FBI agent, accountant, personnel or human resources professional, compliance worker in business and industry, law fi rm professional development specialist, journalist, teacher (in a higher education setting) of law and law-related topics, and law school career services offi cer, admissions offi cer, or other law school administrative offi cer. 85 The ABA also lists jobs in investment banks and consulting fi rms without indicating which specifi c occupations within those types of businesses would qualify as J.D. Advantage. 86 To identify those occupations in which legal knowledge is important, consideration of occupations was limited to those occupations rated at least 60 out of 100 in importance of knowledge in "law and government." Knowledge in law and government is defi ned as "knowledge of laws, legal codes, court procedures, precedents, government regulations, executive orders, agency rules, and the democratic political process," and the importance rating is assigned by occupational analysts. This restriction left 109 possible occupations.
The next step was to further limit the list of potential occupations to those classifi ed by O*NET as typically requiring a bachelor's degree or higher. These are the occupations with Job Zone rating of 4 or 5. 90 Job Zone 4 states that most occupations "require a four-year bachelor's degree, but some do not," and the education description for Job Zone 5 states that most occupations require graduate school and that some "may require a master's degree, and some require a Ph. Table 2 , together with median salary, 2014 employment, job zone (either 4 or 5, given the restriction to occupations that typically require a bachelor's degree or higher), and rating of importance of knowledge of law and government (from 60 to 100, given the restriction to occupations with scores of at least 60). The fi ve occupations that typically require bar passage are listed at the top of Table 2 , in descending order by 2014 employment, followed by the twenty-one occupations for which a J.D. would provide an advantage, also sorted in descending order by 2014 employment. The remaining twentynine occupations are listed in Appendix 1 and are included to indicate the range of occupations in which knowledge of law and government is generally valuable for job performance. These occupations would likely be classifi ed in the ABA employment questionnaire as "professional positions." A professional position is defi ned as "one that requires professional skills or training but for which a J.D. is neither required nor a demonstrable advantage." 93 The range of occupations indicated in Appendix 1, including occupations as varied as 91 . Although all occupations in a broad grouping are assigned the same salary and employment values in the O*NET data, not all occupations included in the broad groupings meet the criteria for inclusion in Table 2 . The job zone and importance ratings reported in Table 2 are based on only those occupations that meet the criteria for inclusion.
92. Employment Questionnaire, supra note 84, at 2-3.
Id.
(listing examples of professional positions: "a math or science teacher, business manager, or performing arts specialist . . . professions such as doctors, nurses, engineers, or architects"). As a review of Appendix 1 below indicates, most of these jobs would require specifi c training, education, or licensing beyond a law school education.
engineer and fi sh and game warden, attests to the value of legal education even among those who pursue nonlegal professions. 
C. The Master in Legal Principles is Sufficient for Most J.D. Advantage Jobs
As Table 2 demonstrates, a number of nonlawyer occupations would be considered by the ABA to be J.D. Advantage occupations. But few of these nonlawyer occupations have salary or employment levels that compare favorably to median lawyer salary and employment levels. For reference, median lawyer salary is $115,820 and 2014 employment is 779,000.
Excluding preventive medicine physicians, 94 who have the highest median pay but would require an M.D. and a plan to work in a litigation, insurance, or risk-management setting, or as expert witnesses in order to be considered J.D. Advantage, 95 only three occupations compare favorably in salary and employment with lawyers. One is "treasurers and controllers," and, while a J.D. may provide an advantage, the usual training for this job would be accounting and other fi nancial training, and not a J.D. More feasible would be the grouping of managers labeled "compliance and regulatory aff airs managers," 96 with median salary of $104,850 and employment of 986,000, and "human resources managers," with median salary of $104,440 and employment 94 . O*NET reports data for "physicians and surgeons, all other" for preventive medicine physicians.
95. No doctor or nurse occupations other than preventive medicine physicians had an importance of knowledge of law and government rating of 60 or higher, so no other doctor or nurse occupations appear in either Table 2 or Appendix 1.
96. In the O*NET data, this grouping is called "managers, all other," and includes a group of nine occupations. Five occupations-brownfi eld redevelopment specialists and site managers, loss prevention managers, regulatory aff airs managers, security managers, and compliance managers-met the criteria for inclusion in Table 2. of 123,000. Both of these occupations are classifi ed as Job Zone 4, meaning that most jobs in these occupations would not require education beyond a bachelor's degree, and therefore would not require a J.D. Compliance work is also considered to be a J.D. Advantage job, but as indicated in Table 2 , the median pay of compliance offi cers 97 of $65,640 is well below the median pay of lawyers, and also is in Job Zone 4, indicating a J.D. is unnecessary.
98
A requirement for a job to be "J.D. Advantage" is that a J.D. is not uncommon among holders of these positions. 99 Notably, a J.D. would in fact be uncommon, or at least unnecessary, for most of the occupations listed in Table 2 , because most of these occupations fall into Job Zone 4. That a J.D. is not required or common for most jobs indicated by the ABA as J.D. Advantage jobs, or for many other occupations for which knowledge in law and government is valuable, at least hints that those with a J.D. who are not employed as lawyers likely did not need a full three-year program to attain that knowledge.
For potential law students deciding whether law school is a fi nancially sound decision, if the employment outcome is not suffi ciently improved by earning a J.D. and passing the bar relative to earning my proposed one-year M.L.P. degree, the direct and opportunity costs associated with three years of law school suggest an inferior fi nancial outcome relative to a one-year master's degree. Indeed, students with the M.L.P. degree might end up with a better return on their investment in education than they would from a J.D. under many plausible assumptions related to the actual earnings of lawyers, cost of borrowing, and opportunity cost of an additional two years of graduate education.
VI. Limited Legal Licensing
A. Nonlawyer Provision of Legal Services to Bridge Access-to-Justice Gap
Studies indicate that a large share of the U.S. population does not have adequate access to legal services because of the cost. 100 As a means of addressing this access-to-justice gap, legal scholars have called for innovations 97 . The grouping of compliance offi cers includes six occupations. Three of these occupations met the criteria for inclusion in Table 2 -equal opportunity representatives and offi cers, regulatory aff airs specialists, and environmental compliance inspectors.
98. The remaining grouped occupation reported in Table 2 is environmental scientists and specialists, including health. This group includes climate change analysts and environmental restoration planners. 100. LEGAL SERVS. CORP., supra note 2.
Social Security Administration), courthouse navigators (New York, Arizona), courthouse facilitators (California, Washington State), limited practice offi cers (Washington State), and document preparers (Arizona, California, Nevada). The rationale for limited licensing and provision of legal services by nonlawyers is stated explicitly as a means of expanding access to justice. 109 The licensing arrangement in Washington is instructive, as it is currently the only state that licenses nonlawyers to provide limited legal services. A nonlawyer in Washington who meets the requirements and passes the legal technician exam may provide legal services as a limited license legal technician (LLLT). An LLLT may "consult and advise, complete and fi le necessary court documents, help with court scheduling and support a client in navigating the often confusing maze of the legal system." 110 The educational requirements are fairly low, requiring only an associate degree. Applicants for the LLLT must complete forty-fi ve credit-hours of a core legal curriculum, complete courses in the practice area in which they seek to be licensed, and have 3,000 hours of substantive law-related work experience supervised by a licensed lawyer. Currently, family law is the only practice area licensed. The Oregon task force likewise recommends that any licensing of nonlawyers be restricted to limited areas, specifi cally family law, landlord/tenant law and small-claims advising. 111 
B. Relation of Master of Legal Principles to Licensing Criteria
Those who have completed a 1L year would likely meet most of the educational requirements for a limited legal license in Washington. In fact, the core curriculum in Washington overlaps with the standard 1L curriculum, although because the required educational background for the LLLT is an associate degree and not a bachelor's degree as for J.D. candidates, the level of instruction is expected to be lower. The core curriculum in Washington covers topics such as civil procedure, contracts, legal research and writing, and professional responsibility, as well as topics not in a standard 1L curriculum such as law offi ce procedures and technology. Thus, states that license nonlawyers for provision of some legal services may be willing to accept the M.L.P. in fulfi llment of their requirements for a limited legal license.
While the state's task forces take a narrow view of the practice areas covered by or proposed for limited licensing, concerns over access to justice and lack of representation in underserved communities (such as rural areas) 112 may lead states to increase the scope of legal services that can be provided by nonlawyers who would have considerable training, which would be provided by my proposed M.L.P. degree. This parallels the expansion in health care services provided by nurse practitioners and physician assistants. 113 Even if the scope of legal services provision is not greater for those with the M.L.P., as with other professional services, potential clients may be willing to pay higher fees to a practitioner with a master's degree than to one who does not have a master's degree. For example, paid tax return preparers have a wide range of academic preparation, 114 and the price of tax preparation accordingly diff ers by type of practitioner.
VII. Conclusion
What would law schools, the economy, and the justice system look like if law schools off ered my proposed master of legal principles degree for those who successfully complete their 1L year of a J.D. program?
The immediate impact on law schools would be to increase the number and diversity of applicants, which would assist in revitalizing legal education. Those who currently apply to law schools to obtain a J.D. would be no less likely to apply simply because another degree option had become available: Adding an additional degree option would not make law school less attractive to those seeking a J.D. However, the additional option would be a plus for potential law students deterred from law school because of the costs and uncertainty about their fi t. This new degree option would provide an opportunity to experiment with the fallback option of a valuable master's degree. This fallback option would be of particular value to potential students from lowerincome and diverse backgrounds, as these are the students for whom costs are a barrier and knowledge about their fi t with the legal profession is limited. Potential students considering other professional master's programs that are shorter in duration than the J.D. program, such as public policy or business administration, could now include law school as one of the options.
Individual law schools will vary in whether or not they off er a master of legal principles degree, and will also vary in how much attrition they experience when the master's degree option is available. Law schools would be able to take more risks in admissions, which would also enhance diversity of the student body. Those highly ranked law schools that currently have very low attrition would likely continue to have low attrition, as the expected benefi ts from completion of the J.D. at these highly ranked law schools clearly exceed the costs. Attrition might increase at some law schools, but in contrast to the current situation in which those law school leavers exit without an additional credential of any kind, students would instead earn a master's degree that confers a credential of legal knowledge.
The economy would benefi t from having a broader segment of society with specialized legal knowledge. Conceptualizing the payoff of legal education only as a J.D.-educated lawyer is far too limited. A broad range of occupations requires legal knowledge, but not a J.D., as a job component. Individuals with the master of legal principles degree would benefi t from putting their legal training to productive use in the workforce. But society would benefi t as well from a workforce more knowledgeable about the legal system. Because such knowledge is highly valuable in the regulatory and legal environment, that in turn would enhance productivity. This potential societal role of law school training is not currently available.
Access to justice and the effi ciency of the court system would also benefi t from broader legal training. Limited licensing is one option, and legal representation could be provided at lower costs by those with the M.L.P. But even without specifi cally providing legal services, legal training is valuable to individuals as they and their families and friends navigate such routine matters in their daily lives as home purchases, divorces, and employment contracts.
My proposed master of legal principles degree would provide a mechanism for law schools to broaden the societal role of legal education. Awarding a master's degree to those who successfully complete their 1L year of a J.D. program, in the same way that a master's degree is awarded to those who successfully complete core requirements of their Ph.D. program, would broaden the reach of legal education, increase diversity of the law school student body and the legal profession, add value to a wide range of occupations in which legal knowledge is valuable, and advance access to justice.
